Setting Your Parental Controls

One of cable TV’s key features is control. Because Buckeye Broadband offers a wide array of programming choices, there are a variety of parental control options that allow you to control the programming shown in your home. Depending on your equipment, there are options to block specific programs or entire channels.

To learn how to set and manage parental controls, visit buckeyebroadband.com/support.

Customer Service Representatives are available 24/7 to answer any questions you may have.
you will receive the available HD counterparts of those channels. Excluding Bowling Green.

* Network only available in high definition

- "HDTV BASIC PAK"
- "DIGITAL BASIC PAK/DIGITAL PLUS PAK"
- "HDTV PLUS PAK"
- "HDTV PLUS BASIC PAK"
- "MOVIE PAK"